Tailored edge-ray designs for illumination with tubular sources.
The rubric tailored edge-ray designs (TED's) refers to the procedure for tailoring lighting reflectors to produce a prescribed flux distribution for an extended Lambertian source while ensuring maximum radiative efficiency (no radiation being returned to the source). Most TED studies to date have been restricted to the case in which the two edges of the image of the source in the reflectors are bound by a source edge ray and a reflector edge. The extension to the more general, and challenging, solution in which both edges of the image can be bound by rays from opposite edges of the source was recently begun by Ries and Winston [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 11, 1260-1264 (1994)] but was described in detail only for one particular design. We show that there are four topologically distinct classes of such reflectors; we derive the governing differential equations and obtain the solution in analytical form. Our results are illustrated for the case of uniform far-field illuminance production with symmetric configurations in two dimensions. Relative to earlier TED's, these new devices can offer increased uniform core regions and superior glare control, although they are somewhat less compact. We offer a comprehensive analysis of the geometric properties, flux-map characteristics, and limitations of these new TED's.